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Over the past two decades the area of fast iomc conductors has developed into 
a major field of intedsciplinary research, especially with the advent of polymer 
electrolytes A large number of new materials has been synthesised and many 
models of the conduction process have been put forward Yet the search for better 
electrolytes continues and a number of questions regarchng the mechamsrn of iomc 
transport r e m w  unanswered 
The present thesis deals with a major subclass of fast lomc conductors vzx fast 
proton conductors, in two &fferent systems The first system is a polymer-salt 
complex (PEG),NH4C104 that we have prepared and charactenzed We study t h s  
system addressing the nature of protomc motion as a function of concentration 
and temperature and the influence of the morphology on the conductivity The 
second system is a polycrystalline inorgamc material HNbWOs xHaO that can be 
prepared in two different structures layered and cubic pyrochlore Through NMR 
studw we determme the conduction mechausm in these matenah and show that 
it is different in the two structures 
The thesis is dlvided into five chapters, a bnef description of whch follows 
Chapter 1 is an introduction to the field and the methods of investigation 
It presents an overview of the research in the area of fast ioolc conductors math 
emphasis on polymer electrolytes It also describes the principles of NMR and ac 
conductivity, the techques used in the present invest~gatlon 
Chapter 2 describes the preparation and character~zation of the new polymer 
electrolyte systems based on poly-ethylene glycol of molecular weight 2000 The 
conductlvity and NMR studies of the (PEG),lT€&C1O4 complex as a function of 
salt concentration are presented and it is shown that the system is basically a 
protonic conductor The expenmental set-up of the ac conductivlty measurements 
u also descrrbed 
Chapter 3 deals with the temperature variation studies of the polymer-salt com- 
plex (PEG) ,NH&104 Conductlvlty results show a VTF temperature dependence 
at low temperatures followed by an Arrhenrus behavior a t  hrgher temperatures 
The NMR stuhes ln&cate presence of large crystalline regions that begin to melt 
just above the room temperature T h s  meltlng coincides wrth the steep Increase 
in conductlvity from whch we conclude that the deviation from the VTF behavior 
is due to melting of crystalline regions whch In turn provide additional paths for 
the iomc conduction T h s  further points to the importance of sample morphology 
in determmng the conduction characterlstlcs of polymer electrolytes 
In chapter 4 the effect of a plastiazer on the (PEG)lmNH&104 system is 
stuhed We use a very low molecular waght (M W =400) PEG as the plasticlzer 
and study the changes in the conductivity us temperature curves as a function of 
the amount of the added plastlclzer NMR llneshape studles lnctcate a reduction 
in the relatlve &action of crystalline regions on adcttion of the plasticizer We 
show that the plasticlzer reduces both the T, and crystalh~lty of the samples, thus 
increasing the conductivlty 
In chapter 5 we report chermcal shft and MAS NMR lnvestigst~ons of protontc 
motion In HNbWOs xH20 We show that MAS NMR studles can provide useful 
information on the rmcroscoplc dynasllcs of the systems and the chermcal shfts 
can be used to Identify the diffusing species Wlth the help of these tecbques 
we conclude that the mecharusm of conduction 1n the layered materlal is vehicular 
wlth H30+ as the proton carrier and 1n the pyrochlore compound proton hoppmg 
between the ne~ghbormg cage sltes medlated by water of crystalhzatlon results m 
conduct Ion 
